
Client Situation 
Banco de Credito del Peru (known commonly as BCP) is the largest, 
oldest and most successful financial services institution in Peru. Its 
brand is well known and deeply respected throughout the country. 
With more than 19,000 employees, the bank is one of Peru’s largest 
employers. 

BCP’s 55 branches are spread across a widely varying geographic, 
demographic, cultural, and social landscape. This can make it difficult 
to recruit and retain staff in ways that are responsive to local context, 
languages and customs. The company’s size and presence also create 
significant day-to-day hiring needs while rapid growth is anticipated to 
result in several thousand new openings at all levels in the coming years. 

Prior to ManpowerGroup’s involvement, a Lima-based human resources 
function supported by several HR providers, required many branch 
managers to convey their needs to the company headquarters or its 
agencies with sourcing and recruiting typically occurring by telephone. 
Ongoing hiring requirements and community-specific needs required 
branch managers to spend significant time working with headquarters 
to identify the right talent. In remote locations, branch managers 
themselves were responsible for hiring, reducing the time available for 
other branch operations.
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Solution
Based on a longstanding presence throughout Peru and extensive knowledge of 
the country’s financial services industry, ManpowerGroup was invited in 2012 to 
develop a recruiting solution to meet BCP’s evolving talent acquisition needs.  At 
the time, Recruitment Process Outsourcing was a relatively new concept in Peru 
(ManpowerGroup was the first to introduce it), and it proved the ideal solution to 
BCP’s challenges. 

We designed a full-scale, end-to-end RPO solution, focused on entry-level 
profiles, including sourcing, recruitment, screening and on-boarding for all new 
hires. Because RPO was a new approach for BCP, we started with a 90-day 
pilot covering one region with a target of 50-60 recruitments/month. That initial 
engagement was quickly expanded to a long-term, nationwide solution. 

This end-to-end RPO has rapidly evolved to a comprehensive solution that 
encompasses an end-to-end RPO that is supported by our Center of Recruiting 
Excellence (CORE) for recruiting as well as Right Management for assessment 
centers. This is the largest ManpowerGroup RPO service in LATAM.

The ManpowerGroup team now has a target of approximately 500 recruitments 
per month within three classifications of positions: 1) Individual (executives and 
management), 2) Group (specialized roles, such as IT, Sales and Engineering), 3) 
Massive (volume hiring including tellers and customer service roles). 

To meet our objectives, we developed a two-pronged strategy: 

1. Brand leverage: BCP’s brand is its greatest asset. Candidates know BCP is the employer from 

the earliest stages of the process. Even candidates who are sourced the ManpowerGroup chan-

nels encounter a BCP-branded experience.

2. Market segmentation: We fill roles for branches from coastal cities and the Lima headquarters 

to remote villages in the Andes, so it is essential that customize our efforts to meet the needs of 

the local market. This includes using one of the many different local languages and establishing 

partnerships with local universities, city governments and organizations that are trusted by the 

community.  

Overall, the company sought to streamline recruiting and manage extensive growth 
(including expanding into new countries in South America) while protecting its 
greatest asset: the BCP brand.



Today, the BCP-ManpowerGroup partnership is supported by a nationwide, fully 
dedicated recruiting team that is specifically trained to lead and extend the BCP brand. 
The entire project is managed by an RPO Project Lead—a single point of contact in 
Lima—who interfaces with regional offices and BCP headquarters. 

The Individual Team is an onsite RPO based at BCP’s headquarters that perform a 
higher touch hiring manager experience.  

The Group and Massive Teams operate from 8 offices throughout the country. This 
set-up enables regionally targeted sourcing from a central location, with assessments 
and interviewing taking place onsite at the hiring branch. Our recruiters are industry 
professionals from the local areas. While they typically already have expertise in financial 
services recruitment, they receive specialized training to support the BCP brand.

Finally, an onsite Administrative Team has also been implemented to support all the 
administrative support, plus onboarding and the internal candidates management.

While talent acquisition technology is in a fairly nascent state in Peru, ManpowerGroup 
provides BCP with ATS support enabling real-time visibility to KPIs and hiring metrics. 
ManpowerGroup’s Latin American technology team developed this Applicant Tracking 
System customized to meet the needs of recruiters in Latin America, it also includes a 
CRM function called “Talent Community” that allows a complete communication with 
candidates through Social Networks and Job Boards. 

Results
ManpowerGroup has quickly met and exceeded the client’s recruiting targets. 
Specifically, our RPO solution has resulted in:

• More than 3,650 hires in 2015

• Full 100% coverage in the 55 branches, first time ever

• Time to fill reduced in average of 10%, across different profiles and locations 

• 8% attrition rate for massive roles, mainly Tellers, as compared to an industry average of 10% - 13%

• 15% cost savings as compared to agency hires


